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Abstract- Sequence analysis is the foundation of bioinformatics, while sequence alignment is a major area for sequence
analysis. A new implementation technique of global pairwise alignment is proposed. This technique guarantees an easy
view and implementation of the pairwise alignment using the stack concept which enforces sequential rules of access. We
show that the protein sequences are pushed into a stack and popped out to find the correct alignment and score. The
proposed algorithm works at runtime which increases the speed of the algorithm.
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INTRODUCTION
Sequence Alignment is a core concept in bioinformatics. Sequence Alignment is a way of comparing two or
more sequences by searching for a series of individual amino acids that are in the same order in the individual
two sequences. This can be done globally or locally. Global sequence alignment algorithm is designed to
compare two sequences entirely from start to end while local sequence alignment compares part of one
sequence with part of another sequence. The alignment score is calculated by summing the substitution score
and gap penalties. The global pairwise alignment algorithm works by dynamic programming method which
divides the problem into smaller independent sub problems. It finds the alignment more quantitatively by
assigning scores.The Needleman-Wunsch [1] algorithm works best in the situation regardless of the length or
complexity of sequences and guarantees to find the optimal alignment.Smith and Waterman [2] proposed the
local alignment technique. The two algorithms use scoring matrices to align protein sequences. The alignment
score reflects the optimality of the alignment.

There are many software tools available that perform similarity between protein sequences, to name a few are
Geneious [3], Clustal [4], STRAP [5]etc which uses the basic terminology of aligning sequences like gap
penalty and comparison matrix.

The authors of one of the paper has used probabilistic and combinatorial analysis to reduce the computational
complexity of dynamic programming algorithm O(n2) to O(n) [6]. A new approach to global pairwise
alignment was suggested by this paper [7] which uses mathematically tough way to solve the problem of
mixed integer linear optimization. One of the authors has designed a new scoring matrix to perform global
pairwise sequence alignment between two DNA using codons [8]. All these papers were using mathematical
oriented algorithms which were difficult to trace out the alignment result.

The main aim of the paper is to show the analysis of pairwise alignment at every step to achieve better
alignment in less amount of time without using scoring matrix. Most of the above tools mentioned perform
quick alignment but none of them show how each residue will be placed and its score calculated in the final
alignment sequence. This effort is taken in the current research where a non bioinformatician will also be able
to understand how a pairwise alignment would be done with its score calculation.
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METHODOLOGY
To address the global pairwise sequence alignment the stack concept of data structure was used. The sequence
alignment score is calculated by the weights and the gap penalties, and all gaps weighted equally. The two
sequences would be stored in two separate stacks and the alignment is found by using the push and pop
operations of the stack.

Consider two protein sequences X and Y, where protein sequence X is placed in Stack-I and protein sequence
Y is placed in Stack-II of lengths m and n respectively, where m>=n. Let i be the index position of protein
sequence X and j be the index position of protein sequence Y, where i€ 1,2……m and j€ 1,2……n
The alignment algorithm using stack is shown below:

Step-1: Store the two sequences in two different stacks namely Stack-I and Stack-II

Step-2: Pop each element from Stack-I and Stack-II as Xi and Yjelements

Step-3: If Xi and Yjareequal display them and set the score to 1

Step-4: If Xi and Yjareunequal

Pop value from Stack-I as Xi and name as Xii

Now, if Xii and Yjareequal

Display Xi with a gap (“-“) and set the score to -2

Display Xii andYjand set thescore to 1

Else

Push Xii onto the Stack-I

Display Xi and Yjand set score to 0

Step-5: If Xi and Yjareunequal and Stack-I is empty

Display the two values and set the score to 0

Go to Step-2

Step-6: While Stack-I not empty

Pop value of Stack-I as Xi and display

Set the score to -2

Step-7:While Stack-II not empty

Pop value of Stack-II as Yjand display

Set the score to -2

The alignment and the score completes the algorithm

RESULTS
The algorithm execution is shown in figure below using two unknown protein sequences. No scoring matrix
was used in the design of the algorithm, while the score was calculated based on match, mismatch and gap
penalty.

CONCLUSION
The stack model of data structure is developed to perform the global pairwise protein sequence alignment in
the most generic way while eliminating the need to perform the alignment by using array. The understanding
of the algorithm becomes very clear as the placement of each element is shown in a stack displayed on the
result window. Also, the stacks are used during the run-time for sequence initialization where the speed
becomes faster.
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Fig. 1. Implementation of two protein sequences using stack

Alignment Score = -2
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